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1. The Community Institutions have been striving to complete the area
without frontiers since publication of the White Paper 
June 1985. (1) The programme set out In the latter provides a
yardst I ck aga I nst wh I ch to measure progress made towards fu I I
implementation of the Single Act and, In particular , ArtIcle 8a of the
Treaty.
2. The Commission has continued to implement that programme
resolutely, with the result that all the proposals announced In 1985
have now been transmitted to the CouncIl, sometimes with supplementary
proposa Is. The European Counc II has for I ts par t , kept up the
pressure on the different Council bodIes to keep sight of the
programme central polItical priorities; at its last meeting, 
Strasbourg on 8 and 9 December 1989, It attached great Importance to
completing the financial area, open.lng UP public procurement
transport policy and the free movement of persons, all matters
currently before the Council; It also urged the latter to adopt "the
decisions which will make the process of the complete abolition of
fiscal front lers Irreversible
3. The Commission continues to revIew regularly progress towards
Implementing the White Paper in order both to meet the demand for
Information from business circles, citizens and the Community
external partners, and to pinpoint areas where lack of progress might
compromise the 1992 objective so as to alert the different political
authorities.
4. This is the fifth annual report; It dIffers from previous ones 
that It takes stock not only of decision-making but also of progress
made in transposing Into national law Instruments that have been
adopted and come Into force. T\1e latter point was the subject of
specific reports last year. (2) The Annexes therefore now set out
I I st of proposa I s adopted by the Counc I I , a II st of proposal s pend i ng,
the progress made In transposing each measure, Court judgments not yet
compiled with and the status of transposition In each Member State.
5. It should also be borne In mind that this year , like 1988 , will
see the formal report on " the progress made towards achieving the
Internal market within the time limit fixed In Article 8a " required by
Article 8b of the Treaty.
6. The White Paper s phased Implementation cannot be dissociated from
that of the Single Act' s other fIve objectives: economic and socIal
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PART I: THE OVERALL PICTURE
GENERAL PROGRESS
7. IrreversIbility and anticipation have characterl.zed work In recent
months.
8. As the previous reports Indicate, the Irreversibility noted by the
Council meeting In Hannover In June 1988 Is the result of the fresh
Impetus given to decision-making by organizing work more efficiently
and , above a II, systemat I c recourse to the vot I ng procedure. The
following figures serve to Illustrate how the process has been speeded
up:
Almost 60% of the proposals In the 1985 programme have now been
adopted: a decision has been taken, or a common position reached , on
158 of them. This total Includes key decisions In areas such as
Ilberalisation of capital movements and banking services, the
opening up of public procurement , merger control , mutual recognlt ion
of dip lomes, the Implementat Ion of the "new approach" In the fie I 
of standards and the opening up of air transport
There I  no compar i son between the past and present pace of
decision-making: during the 1970s, In the area of public
procurement , it took the Council four-and-a-half years to agree on a
DIrect I ve on supp II es; I t took onl y one-and-a-ha I f years to
substantially reinforce that Directive. As far as securities are
concerned, the first Directive was adopted In 1985 after over nine
years ' work , whereas since 1987, common positions have been adopted
on sUbsequent proposa is with I n the space of two year. and two
months. Simi lar examples are to be found In a.11 areas.
Even I f it Is not a Iways necessary ~o go to the vote, the opt Ion of
putting proposals to the vote has led to the rapid adoption of
directives. This Is borne out by the Infrequency with which a
matter that could be resolved by qualified majority voting has
repeatedly appeared on the Councll' s agenda; It Is further borne out
by the breakthrough on the right of residence, achieved solely as a
result of the change In the legal basis to allow voting in the
Counc II , and due to pressure from Par II ament.
9. The Commission s approach combining mutual recognition and
harmonization , has also speeded up decision-making; it has led to
agreement on technical regulations; It also enabled Important decisions
to be taken in December on road cabotage and abo II sh I ng veter I nary and
vehicle Inspections.~ 3 ~
10. But no such speeding-up has been seen where unanimity Is Imposed
either by the legal basis (trade mark law, taxation) or the Council'
refusal to Implement the principles of the Single Act concerning the
powers of Implementation of the Commission for this reason the
Commission has requested a debate at the General Affairs Council on
the subject of IIcomltology
11. Both business circles and governments are actIvely preparing and
anticipating, to such an extent that, In the assessment of the Council
meeting In strasbourg, with three years stili togo, the benefIts are
being felt in all sectors of the economy. The authorities are taking
appropriate Implementing measures In .such dlv.erse areas as the budget
physical planning and taxation. These preparatory measures have played
their part in economically and politically strengthening the CommunIty
since 1984: Industrial output has grown by 20% and 8. 5 million jobs
have been created.
12. The single market Is already having a dynamic effect on Intra-
Community trade : in constant decline between 1973 and 1985, It climbed
back in 1988 to I ts ear IY-Sevent les leve I at 62% of the volume of
Member States ' exports. This turnaround is the best testimony to the
revital izatlon of economic Integration In the Community, which has not
however, detracted from the Community role in the world economy,
since Imports also grew not Iceably from 1985 to 1988.
13. Firms are p I ann I ng to step up I nvestment to meet a surge I n demand
motivated by the prospect of 1992. Of the less advanced countries,
Spain and Portugal will benefit most from this: recent data for 1988
and 1989 show gross fixed capital formation In those countries to be
expanding by over 10% a year , well above the Community average of 8.
In 1988 and 6. 9% last year. Firms are currently taking decisions both
on allocating resources In-house and on establ ishlng strategies 
acquisitions and cooperation In anticipation of the post-1992 market
structure. This attitude reflects the credibility lent by the speed of
progress towards 1992; th Is cred  bill ty must not be undermined by the
prevarication observed In tax matters, particularly.
14. As the fourth report on the implementation of the White Paper
shows, (3) these positIve aspects must not obscure the diffIculties
be log encountered at three I eve Is:
While real progress has been made In all areas covered by qualified
majority voting, matters requiring the Council to be unanimous are
failIng behind schedule. Even In areas such as opening up public
procurement Industrial property and Insurance, where Important
measures rema I n to be taken , the momentum I s such that work ought to be
completed In the course of the year. However , while 19% of the
programme s proposals require unanlmlty~ the proportion rises to 23% of
the 139 proposals before the Council. Even In animal and plant health,
where dec I s Ions can be taken by qua I If 1 ed ma jor I ty vot I ng, the process
(3) COM(89)311 , 20 June 1989.- 4 -
has slowed down because of difficulties In reachIng agreement In the
Council on delegating Implementing powers to the Commission. Recourse
to Intergovernmental measures, requiring the Member states consensus Is
also having an Impact on progress In work on the free movement of
persons.
As the Commission has already made Clear - the transposition and
Implement Ion of Community legislation 1$ giving similar cause for
concern. Most Member states have become aware of the scale of the
backlog and the situation has Improved considerably sInce
September 1989: 70% of the necessary Implement Ing measureS have now
been taken and, while In September only seven measures had been
transposed throughout the Community, this figure has now risen to 21.
However, In some countries progress has been much slower, particularly
In Italy, which despite Its experience with Community law , has become
the Member state with the greatest backlog sInce Improvements In Spain
and Portugal. No less worrying Is the lack of Improvement , shown 
Annex IV , In compliance with Court judgments , where there has been no
progress since I ast December. However , account shou I d al so be taken on
the one hand of the fact that after the ruling given In 1990 by the
French "Consell d' etat" all High Courts ensure the direct effect of
Community law , and on the other hand , that the "La Pergola law now
enters Its implementation phase and should allow Italy to reduce Its
back log in 1990.
Ne I ther has there been any new deve lopment to a II ay concern about
the abolition of frontier formalities sInce the ArtIcle 8b report of
December 1988.(4) Frontier formalities are of two kinds: customs
controls on goods and therefore also on goods carried by Individuals
and Identity checks on travellers themselves. Progress has been l;'Jade
in the first area, which requires Community legislation: measures have
been taken to abo II sh most veh I c I e checks, to reorgan I ze veter I nary and
plant health Inspections and to abolish the oblIgation to lodge a
transIt advIce note at border posts for goods In transit. Such
progress does not , however , represent a qualitative leap forward; such
an advance can only be fully ach i eved by substantl a I measures on
Indirect taxation. Work on Identity checks Is carried out 
Intergovernmental level , rather than In the Council on the basis of
Commission proposals. The Member States therefore have sole
responsibility for speeding up and expanding the scope of their work.
Despite the impetus provided by the European Council meetings at
Rhodes, Madrid and Strasbourg, time is now short. Any devIation from
the schedu I e proposed to t he European Counc I I In Madr I d by the
Coordinators Group could affect the chances of establishing the
system by 1992. It Is therefore essential that the General Affairs
Counci I should , as the European CouncIl asked , provIde the political
will needed to ensure that the timetable does not slip.
( 4) COM(88)650, 17 November 1988.- 5 -
15. The Commission therefore solemnly appeals to the European Council
to take the measures needed to establish the area without frontiers. 
Is essential that work progresses If the Presidency conclusions
following the Strasbourg European Council are to be effect Ively
Implemented.
16. In short the community Is now at  crucial stage 
implementation of the Single Act. This year will determine whether or
not the objectives set In 1985 and confirmed by the Single Act wi II be
attained.
17. It Is In this context that the move towards Europe Economic and
Monetary Union (EMU) offers the prospect of reinforcing the effects of
the Internal market since It Increases European economic integration
and .as a result benefits the competitive environment favourable to the
dynamism of enterprises. In addition the achievement of EMU will lead
to direct gains for European enterprises In that uncertainties are
reduced In the field of exchange rates and costs of Intra Community
transactions will decrease. But EMU Is also necessary. so that all
potential gains linked to the 1992 perspective can be re.allsed
especially those relating to the liberal isatlon of capital movements
and to the integration of the financial servIces market in the
Commun i ty.
18. It Is In this same crucial year that the Community faces a new
challenge resulting from the very success of the Single Act and the
Community s lodestone effect on Its nelghbours. Such success cannot be
allowed to compromise what has been achieved. The internal market must
lose none of the momentum carrying it towards economic and political
Integration. It Is In such a frame of mind that the Commission 
facing new developments In relations between the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Democrat Ic Republic.
19. As regards third countries, the Community has taken on the mantle of "Europe World Partner Clearly, It expects that Its trading
partners adopt a similar open policy towards Community enterprises. This approach goes hand- In-hand with the posItion taken by the
Community In the Uruguay Round negotiations on the opening up 
markets and the establishing of multilateral rules In the sectors where
they are lacking.- 6 -
II. THE GENERAL S I TUAT ION
The Commission
20. The Commission has honoured Its Gommltments; on 7 Apr II 1990, 1000
days before the 1992 deadline, all proposals are before the Council,
but the fact that the Council has taken partial decisions In certain
areas (such as transport) or departed from the approach recommended bY
the Commission (as In taxation) will call for additional proposals. The
initial programme related to 279 proposals; that total was Increased to
282 In order to take account of new proposals In , for example, the
fields of publ ic procurement and services.
21. The main areas covered by proposalS tabled In 1989 concern:
aboll sh I ng border contro I s on vater I nary and p I ant hea I th: The
Commission has caught UP on the backlog It had accumulated In this
fie I d; 38 new proposa I s (28 concern I ng an Ima I and ten concern I 
piant health) have been transmitted to the Councli; they concern,
particular eradicating animal diseases, health and hygiene
conditions and controls concerning the bringing to market of animals
or animal products which are not covered by Community rules, the
extension to national markets of rules currently applying only to
intra-Community trade, the organization of Community finance to help
cover the cost of implementing veterinary measures , the introduction
of a Community safeguard system , and the adjustment of rules on
plant health in I ine with conditions on the single market;
completing work on technical regulations on
cars , pharmaceut I ca I sand mach I nery;
for example , motor
completing the liberalization of air and road transport services by
proPOSa Is lead I ng on to the f I na I phase and Under tak I ng work I n the
ra Ilwaysector ;
completing the general recognition of diplomas by extending the
general system already adopted for university diplomas gained after at least three years $tudy to lesser diplomas.
22. The Commission has already embarked on the phase of admInistering
directives and , more generally, existing Community legislation. This
is particularly true of pharmaceuticals , agrl-foodstuffs , diplomas
banking, etc. The continuous expansIon of this legislation 
increasing the pressure to keep business circles and , more generally,
c I t I zens Informed.
23. Responslbi IIty for administering Community legislation Includes
monitoring implementation by Member States. This responsibility 
exercised through the formal procedures laid down In the Treaty.- 7 -
However , the cha I I enge of 1992 , the comprehens I Veness and ba I ance of
the Wh I te Paper programme and the speed I hg-up of dec I s lon-makl ng .all
justify taking political Initiatives. Two measures wer. taken last
year:
po lit I ca I debate organ I zed at Counc I I I eve I brought home 
Member states their Individual responsibility to Implement Community
law. This action Is already bearing fruit: In three months the rate
of transpos I t ion has risen from 67% In December 1989 to more than
70% at the end of February. (5)
By opening to the public the appropriate databases, measures to
transpose or Implement Community legislation at national level have
been made more transparent.
24. However , as It announced In Its report last September the
Commission must supplement Its own apparatus by organizing
admlnl.stratlve cooperation between Member States In areas requiring
coherent management. It will therefore be making proposals this year for exchanges of civil servants between national administrations
thereby extending last year s Initiative on exchanges between customs
authorities (MATTHAEUS programme) , and a range of courses directed at
the staff of customs tra I n I ng schoo I s and the off leers themse I ves. The
Commiss Ion has a I so proposed to the Counc II an exchange programme
between Inspectorates In the veter Inary sector.
The Counc j I
25. Never before have so many proposal  beer'. on the Counc  II  tab Ie (139
including five common positions and eight partial decisions). This
situation is obviously connected with the number of proposals made last
year , but above all the backlog In ar.eas requiring unanimity.
26. These proposals Include 32 (almost a quarter) from before 1985
seven of which concern animal and plant health and 15 relate 
t a x a ti on .
27. It should also be noted that , of the 139 proposals, 39 concern
animal and plant health and 18 the harmonization of Indirect taxation.
28. In the previous report , the Commission had criticized delays 
matters relating to a People s Europe , taxation , the abolition of
veterinary and plant health controls and Industrial property. This
vi~w has changed in recent months:
Real progress has been made towards a People s Europe. Marked by
the adoption In 1988 of the general system for the recognition of
unIversity or equivalent diplomas , this progress has continued with the
liberalization of the conditions governing migratIon within the
(5 ) Of the 1021 transposition measures
notIfied by the Member States.
required 710 have been- 8 ~
Commun I t Y and, above a I I, t he consensus ach I eved I n December 1989 to
extend the right of residence to students, pensioners and other unwaged
persons; and which, after further consideratIon by the European
Par II ament w I I I be the sub J ect of a formal agreement.
However, the European Counc I I ' dec I ar at Ions on the d I smant .11 ng 
frontier checks on individuals have yet to be translated into concrete
measures. The Heads of State or of Government are cont I nu I ng 
address the problem and in December Instructed the competent bodies to
final IZe, by the end of 1990, convent Ions on the right of asylum and
checks at the Community s external frontiers, two matters which are
regarded as essential if checks at the Internal frontiers are to be
abolished.
Last year the Council held Its first detailed dIscussions on
taxatIon , and reached a series of conclusions In October , November and
December. Although the Commission noted the progress achieved , It also
expressed disappointment at the Council' lack of ambition: It has
ruled out Introduction In the near future of the definitive system , as
proposed by the Commission , although accepting It ln principle. The
Council also failed to achieve unanImity on the abol It Ion of duty-free
allowances by the end of 1992.
This situation explains whY the Commission distanced Itself from the
Council' conclusions. However In the months ahead the Commission
will make the proposals needed to break the deadlock. The Council'
fundamental responsibility Is now to concentrate Its attention on this
matter and , In the short term , to Increase tax-paid allowances.
A great deal of work rema Ins to be done In the veter Inary and plant
health sectors, but a .qualltatlve advance was made with the adoption
last December of Dlre~tive 89/662/EEC, which strengthens checks at the
place of. dispatch , organizes checks at the place of destination and
suspends veterinary checks at the Community Internal frontiers for
most products of animal origin. The Council has also committed Itself
to taking, by 31 December 1990, a decision concerning checks on
livestock and certain other products.
As far as IndustrIal property Is concerned , last December s signing
of an agreement on a Commun I ty patent br I ngs one step c loser the
Introduct Ion of a Community patent In 1993, which is so Important for
firms. However , the agreement stili has to be ratified by the twelve
Member states and major proposals concerning the Community trade mark
and I ega I protect Ion for computer programs and b I otechno logy products
are stili on the Council table.- 9 -
Par II ament
29. Owing to the speeding-up of the rate at which proposals are being
submitted and to the way I n which Par II ament. s work has been organIzed
since I ast June $ elect Ions, the nwnber of proposa Is before Par Il.aiRent
has never been greater. Seven of the 64 proposa I s st III on the tab 
at the end of February concern harmonizing Indirect taxation , which
from the point of view of Inter- Institutional dialogue has not been
satisfactorily handled by the Council , but other matters, such as
proposals relating to insurance, certification telecommunications
terminals, veterinary medicines and pesticides, depend directly on the
speed with which Parliament delivers Its opinion.
30. Should this situatIon persist, the pace of Council decision-making
could drop; It therefore falls to the Commission to ensure that the
progress In the Council' s work does not I ead to proposals being a I ter.
and .Par Ilament.s opinions thereby null If led, The Commission therefore
keeps the rapporteurs or the ParlIamentary committees concerned
regu I ar I y I nformed of progress I  the Counc ii' s work; the need for
further consultation on the Regulation on mergers control was thus
avoided. It Is regrettable that the Council does not assume this
responslbll ity Itself. In order to enable Parliament to comment on
proposals In full knowledge of the facts, the Commission withdraws or
amends Its proposals to incorporate the outcome of the Council'
discussions; It has recently done so by drafting new proposals on
mob II e mach I nery and weapons, The Comm I ss Ion managed to persuade the
Council to agree to fresh consultation of Parliament on the right of
res I dence.
31. The Commission will therefore use all means at its disposal to
safeguard Parliament' prerogatives and powers. To that end
adopted on 14 February and then proposed , a code of conduct , to be
followed by all Its departments with a view to strengthening
Parliament' role In the cooperation procedure. However , Parliament
whose principal task Is to guarantee the freedom of the individual,
should also be able to follow current work on the free movement of
persons.~ 10 -
III. HOR I ZONTAL MEASURES
32. Completing the single market also depends on the Implementation of
Initiatives and policies to support the moves to break down barriers
within the Community and to boost their Impact on economic efficiency
and redistribution. This Is especially true of the following areas:
33. Economic and socIal cohesion: The reform of the structural Funds
which came Into force on 1 January 1989 Is now being implemented on the
basis of the Community Support Frameworks (CSFs) which were adopted on
schedule. Implementation of the CSFs takes account of growing awareness
of the openlng~up of public procurement , support for product-test ing
and certification Infrastructures, the abollt~n of trade restrictions
author J zed pursuant to Art icle 115 and the ~ffects of the suppression
of controls at the Communlty Internal borders. The CommissIon has
also reminded Member States of Its decision to refuse Community funding
for proJects that are not in line with the Directives on public
procurement or the objective of abolishing border controls. Finally,
according to the Single Act , measures to complete the single market
must take economic cohesion Into consideration by granting exemptions
to less developed Member States: 20 instruments include such measures.
34. The social dimension: The social dimension is fundamental to the
internal market. The European Council meeting in Madrid, following on
from the conclusions of the Hannover and Rhodes European Councils, thus
took the view that when completing constructing the single market
soc I a I and econom I c aspects shou I d be given eQua I we I ght and shou I d
therefore be develoPed In a balanced way. At the European Council
meet I ng at Strasbourg on 8 and 9 December , the Heads of State or of
Government of eleven Member States therefore adopted the Social Charter
establishing basic rights for workers. On 29 November the Commls$on
also presented Its action programme for Implementing the Charter
(COM(89)568) I n its work programme for 1990 the Comm I ss Ion announced the first measures which will complete those already underway
concerning either article 118A or the European Company Statute.
35. Competition policy: The momentum of cooperation between firms,
acquisitions and mergers renders even more Important the decision taken
by the Council last De.cember , after thirteen years work , to adopt the
merger control Regulation. In some Instances, If the free movement of
goods and serv I ces I s to be ensured I n areas covered by enterpr I ses In
Member States which bene'flt from special or exclusive rights
horizontal harmonlsatlon measures must be adopted and/or under
Artl~le 90 of the Treaty ; this was the case with telecommunications
terminals and , as the Commission has decided , will also apply to
telecommunlcat Ions services.- 11 -
36. Environmental protectJon: Protecting the environment Is central to
the single market programme slhce the dIfferent technical harmonization
measures must , pursuant to Article 100a(3), ensure a high level of
protection: this concern has, for example, underpinned measures on
motor-vehicle exhaust emissions dangerous preparations and
fertilizers. The Commission has undertaken to send the Counc.11 a
genera I commun I cat ion on the II nks between the I nterna I market and
environment polley, highlighting - out of concern to ensure that Its
policies are Implemented as effectively as possible - the appropriate
economic and tax measures to be used.
However , protecting the environment must also be governed by the
principle of subsidiarity and pursued on an Indisputable scientific
bas I s; th I s I s the Idea beh I nd the proposa I to set up a European
Environment Agency, the final adoption of which depends on Parliament'
opinion and agreement on the location of Its headquarters.
37. Consumer protect Ion: Consumer protect Ion I s covered by current
legislation either laying down essential product-safety requirements or
measures to harmonize rules on the provision of services. This
approach rema I ns , however , to be supp I emented by measures enab ling
consumers to take part In establishing common policies and .others to give them legal protection. This Is the thinking behind the
Commission s decision to upgrade the Consumers Consultative Committee.
Adopting the general product safety Directive will give consumers more
effective protection and supplement the Directive on product I iab! Iity.
38. Trans-European networks: Last December the Counc II adopted a resolution call ing on the Commission to develop an Integrated approach
to European Infrastructures , based on the networks most essent I a I  the operation of the single market. In response to that request and 
the light of Its own Communication to the Councll the Commission
will by the end of the year formulate a coherent programme for trans-
European networks, covering data transmission energy transport
transport and training. For the purpose of drafting this programme,
the Council has set up an expert working party to bring together the
work being carried out by various bodies.
39. Energy following the adoption of Its working document on the Internal market for energy, approved by the Council In November 1988
the Commission presented In July 1989 proposals which represent the first steps In  gradual approach. The proposals concern the
transparency of gas and electricity prices charged to Industrial end- users, Investment projects updating of the illustrative nuclear
programme and exchanges (rights of transit for gas and electricity). At
the moment the Commission, on the basis of an asessment already started
on the access of third parties to networks Intends to pursue Its
efforts to eliminate existing barriers to the free circulation of
energy, with the aim of ensuring an appropriate level of security of
supply, by means of a more Integrated market.
COM(89)643 , 18 December 1989.- 12 -
PART II
PROGRESS ON THE WHITE PAPER PROGRAMME
40. The progress made I n Imp I ement I ng the Wh I te Paper I s assessed 
terms of decision-making and Member states' appllcat Ion of decisions.
THE REMOVAL OF PHYS I CAL BARR I ERS
41. The ach I evements of recent months have brought the steadY progress
needed to do away with forma II ties on terms acceptab I e to those
responsible for carrying out such formalitIes or controls. The
measures taken supp I ement those a Iready adopted on cap I ta I movements
and road-hau I age quotas.
42. Customs and tax formalities: After the early measures to simplify
formalities, the Council has now started dIsmantling them by abolishing
the obligation to furnish a frontier transit note when goods cross
internal frontiers In transit; there Is a common position on this
measure, which should come Into force on 1 July. It will 
supplemented by the reorganIzation of Community transit , which Is the
subject of a Commission proposal.
43. The Implementation of the eight measures currently In force 
this area is unproblematlc, particularly because It Is usually a matter
of regulat Ions.
44. Plant and animal health controls: Despite the decision-makIng
problems caused by the Council' s alteration of machinery for delegating
powers to the Commission , work has speeded uP. since ten measures were
adopted I ast year (as compared wi th seven in 1988). These concerned
Imports of meat products , purebred breeding animals, production and
trade in eggs, embryos and procedures for carrying out plant health
checks including in the exporting country. The most Important
Directive, however concerns the reorganization of animal health
checks, which involves abandoning controls at internal frontiers for
most animal products. The controls In question should be abolished by
31 December 1991 at the latest (31 December 1992 for Greece), except
for meat and meat products (cont I nuat ion of document checks unt i 
1992), but those dates coUld be brought forward If a solution were
found to problems connected with checks on products from outside the
Community and the h.armonizatlon of policies on combating certain animal
diseases. However , despite progress made, this is the area with the
most proposa Is st i II before the Counc I I .
45. Considerable delays In transposing or Implementing legislation 
the area are to be found , to vary i ng degrees, I n a II Member States:
nearly 30% of implementing measures remain to be taken. Portugal Is
behind on more than half of the directives In force.- 13 -
46. Controls resulting from national c::ommerclal policy measures: The
achievement of the Internal market should lead In practice to the
dlsapparence of Article 115. In order to pave the way for abolItion of
such controls, the Commission undertook , with the assistance of the
heads of the national Industrial pol Icy departments, a systematic study of the Industrial status of the products concerned. This work
concluded that In most cases recourse to Article 115 of the
Treaty could be abol Ished without any need to consider Introducing
flanking measures. The number of Instances of rei lance on Article 115
I s a I ready dec II n I ng: t he number of surve III ance measures dropped from
1300 In 1987 to 335 In 1990 and that of protect Ive measures fell from
157 In 1987 to 119 In 1989 under the combined Impact of a significant
reduct Ion I n the cases In wh I ch Member States sought to make use of
Article 115 and more rigorous checks by the CommissIon on the economic
and I ndustr I a I grounds for app II cat Ions.
47. The study did nevertheless show that , for certain branches of Industry, the abolition of Intra-Community controls warranted an
overa II survey of the Impact of  ntegrat I ng the market and any
Community flankIng policies which might be needed. The
motor manufactur Lng, text II.es, consumer electronics and
footwear Industries are currently being subjected to such study. Steel
products, for which the application of Article 71(3) of the ECSC Treaty
poses similar problems, must also be placed in this category. Where motor vehicles, textiles and footwear are concerned proposals
regarding the different aspects of policies likely to be Introduced at
Community level are now before the Council. The proposals concerning
consumer electronics and steel products will be presented before the
end of the year. Bananas can be added to this list: the Commission will this year have to propose measures which both protect the Interests of Community producers and fulfil the Community
International commitments.
48. Controls on road transport: The Council has taken Its first
positive measure to do away with frontier controls by adopting a
Regulation abolishing vehicle checks: from 1 July, tachograph checks,
technical checks etc. will no longer be carried out at frontiers but within Member states as part of their overall road-safety POlicy. However , the Council has st II I not come to an agreement on abo II sh I ng
checks on the amount of fuel In lorries ' tanks , proposed In 1984 , which
would greatly facilitate toad haulage; raising of the rate of excise
duty on diesel fuel In Belgium and the Netherlands should allow work to
resume. Another Important measure wi II be the adoption of the proposal to abolish the stamping of transport records, a temporary measure
pending the suppression of this document together with the abolition of
a I I road~hau I age quotas on 31 December 1992.
49. Controls specific to the export of certain goods: Two types of
Item are of partIcular Interest: strategic goods on the COCOM list and national treasures possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value.- 14 -
50. Where Industrial products on the COCOM list are concerned , the
current tendency Is to make the contro I apparatus more flex Ib Ie and
revise the lists. Besides the Impllcat Ions for' managlng the system of
the disappearance of frontier controls within the Community, the
demands of Industrial cooperation both withIn the Community and
throughout Europe are no longer compatible with the red tape Imposed by
the system. It may be appropriate, therefore In the framework of the
discussion currently underWay at COCOM, to take account of the
objectIve of the abol1tlon~f Internal frontier controls.
51. On the subject of national treasures, the Commission opened talks
with the Member states last November on the need for flanking measures
to protect such treasures In a .frontIer-free ar.ea. The outcome of
those talks will determine the nature of the measures taken. The
Commission has already decided to publish a communication this year
setting out the cond I t Ions that must be met by natlona I export contro I s
In order to comply with Article 30.
52. Collection of statistics: The proposal for a Regulation
concerning statIstics On trade In goods between Member states after
1992 has been on the Council table since January last year; the Council
has not yet begun discuss I ng It. However , the connect Ion estab I I shed
by the Econom I c and See I a I Comm I ttee and Par II ament. s Comm I ttee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs with discussions on Indirect taxation
justifies this delay. The conclusions of the Council meeting on
economic and financial affairs on 13 November last provided for the
Identification of Intra-Community transactions by businesses, their
lodging of regular returns for statistical and tax purposes and the
determination of the obligations of businesses. These conclusions
which formally establish a dIrect link between taxation and statistics,
entail the amendment of the proposal to take In the transitional period
env I saged by the Counc II. The proPOSa I a I so forms part of a broader
Initiative: the European statistical system , which has led to a
proposal for a Regulation Introducing a General Industrial
Classification of Economic Activities within the European Communities
(NACE) and , In the field of business statistics, a four-year programme
on registers, the drafting of a DIrective relating to statistics on
services and the Issue of a Directive Improving statistics on road
haulage.
53. Abollt Ion of monetary compensatory amounts: The conversion rates
set by the Council last year enabled monetary disparities between all
the Member States to be reduced and the . app II cat Ion of monetary
compensatory amounts to those currencies which remained within the
25% margin of fluctuation allowed by the European Monetary System to
be avoided. The Commission Is continuing Its efforts, particularly 
the context of the agricultural price proposals for the 1990-
marketing year , to eliminate monetary dIsparitIes.- 15 -
54. Control of thf:t waste transport: Waste movement and treatment I s
organized on the basis of control measures, some of which are
Implemented at frontiers. This sItuation Is reflected In the
CommunIty Directives on the transfrontler shipment of radioactive and
other waste. The Comm I ss Ion has a I ready proposed a un I form system of
controls for the transport of radioactive waste; . It will also propose
amendments to Direct I Ve 84/631/EEC on the transfront ler sh I pment 
hazardous waste.  Inter a.lla to Incorporate therein the provisions of
the Ba Ie Convent Ion.
55. The abolition of frontier controls on persons: The
Palma document" drafted by the Coordinators' Group and approved by the
Madrid European Council last June listed the flanking measures
essential to abolishing controls and set out a timetable for theIr
adopt Ion. The Coordinators are ensur Ing that the competent bodIes
(Council , Working Party on Immigration , Working Party on Mutual Ald
TREVI Working Party. European political cooperation) adhere to this
timetable. There now exists a catalogue of measures whose
Implementation will make the free movement of persons an attainable
objective. Since the latter half of last year, work has moved Into an
operat lona I phase: the European Counc II has ca lied for the conc Ius ion
before the end of the year of two convent Ions current Iy In preparat Ion
one on crossing external borders and visa polley, and the other on
rules for determining the state responsible for handling a request for
asylum. This direct impetus from the European Council Is all the more
necessary since the 5 Member states wh I ch are party to the Schengen
agreement have been unable to sign the Convention abolishing controls
between them which was due to enter Into force on 1 January 1990.
The Commission , for Its part , Intends to press for the adoption of the
proposal for a Directive on the acquisition and possession of weapons;
this year It will present a proposal on harmonizing rules for the
protect Ion of persona I data so as to tack Ie the prob lems posed by
cross-border data transmission , taking account In particular of the
special case of police records.- 16 -
II. THE REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS
1 . Techn I ca I harmon I zat Ion and standards
56. This Is the area in which most progress has been made (80% of
proposa I s have been adopted or reached the common pos I t Ion stage). The
Comm I ss Ion has now moved on to t he management phase since most
direct I ves have al ready been or are about to be adopted.
57. The fourth report' assessment continues to apply: after the
adoption of directives, which Is no longer a problem It Is the
operating machinery for the "new approach" which requires attention:
Effective transposItion: The adoption of national measures
Incorporating Community Instruments Into national law , which Includes
designating certifIcation laboratories, Is  prereqUisite for
Implementing the new approach. The only example of this so far Is the
toy-safety Directive, whIch came Into force In January. The Directive
has been transposed by only two Member States, which have yet to submit
the names of their certification bodies. It therefore has to be
recognized that Member states have not fulfilled theIr obligations, and
this situation does not hold out much promise for the entry Into force
In July of the Directive on pressure vessels.
Standardization polIcy: European standardization organIZations have
conti nued to step up the I r act I v I ty I n recent months: 305 European
standards and harmonl zat Ion documents were adopted I ast year , ha I f 
much agaIn as in 1988. This speeding-up of their work has enabled the
vast majority of the standards required for implementation of the toy-
safety Direct I ve to come Into force (except for standards for
chemical toys ). By contrast , the European Standards Committee has,
with only four months to go before the deadline , still to adopt the
three standards needed for the Direct I ve on pressure vesse I s 
function. The Commission Intends, on the basis of a green paper, to
launch a debate this year on the structure, working methods and funding of the European standards organizations, In order to boost their
representativeness and effectiveness.
CertificatIon polIcy: The Commission communication on the
recognition of tests and conformity certlflc.ates led to a Council
resolution on 21 December establishing five principles: the consistency
of Community law; the promotion of common Instruments for ensuring the
technical know-how of manufacturers, testing laboratories and
certification bodies (e.
g. 
standards EN 29000 and EN 45000); the
establishment of a European network to administer the recognition of
tests and certificates In the voluntary sector (which Is covered by
neither Community nor national rules); Improvement of testing and
certification Infrastructures In the Member States; and the negotiation
of mutual recognition agreements with countries outsIde the Community.- 17 -
ThiS year will see the establishment on this basis of a European
testing and certification body and a proposal for harmonizing the
conditions for the IssUe of a Community conformity mark. The
industrial Interests at stake In certification poliCY account for the
eagerness of non-member countries to conclude reciprocity agreements.
At all events, the Council , by establishing basic guidelines In Its
resolution of 21 December , clearly announced Its willingness to enter
I nto such negot I at Ions.
Bodies In countries outside the Community will thus have to demonstrate that they have the same standard of know-how as the I r Commun I 
counterparts, and agreements will be restr Icted to those party to them
and will, as far as possible, have to ensure that all parties gain a
fair share of the resulting benefits. The Commission has initially
endeavoured to allay concern by Improving the flow of Information; It
will be able to begin negot lat Ing such agreements only gradually and on
the basis of a mandate to be presented to the Council In the months
ahead.
(a) Sector a I approx I mat Ion of laws
58. Motor vehicles and tractors: The Council has completed its work
on tractors, and Community type approval came Into force on 31 December
last year; the failure of seven Member States (B , E , EL, I , L , NL , P)
to transpose It Is, however, affecting Its use by manufacturers. 
the motor-veh lei e sector , the Counc II has a II It needs to dec I de on
completion of the Internal market: a communication on Industrial
strategy and proposals for completing the type-approval procedure for
passenger cars. Direct I ves are be I ng transposed without d iff I cu I ty,
except for those on emission standards, whose Implementation Is behind
schedule In Greece and, to a lesser extent , Belgium.
59. The motor-veh i c I e sector I s sure I y the on Iy one In wh I ch the Wh I te
Paper was not ambitious enough to have the desJred Industrial Impact on
the single market: the programme will therefore be augmented this year
by two sets of proposals, one Introducing " total" harmonlzatlon(7) for
cars and tractors, the other to extend car type-approva I to new types
of vehicle , together with follow-up work In motor-vehlcl.e emissions.
60. Foodstuffs: The Counc II has now adopted the bul k of the planned
legislation except for proposals concerning nutritional labelling (for
wh I ch a common posl t Ion has been reached on part of the proposa I),
Irradiated foodstuffs and the labelling of alcohoJ content. The
Commission has recently withdrawn in response to objections from
Parliament , a proposal on modified starches.
(7) These dIrectives (with the exception of Dlr. 89/458 on motor
vehicle emissions) only apply at present to Intra-Community trade. Member states may maintain their own legislation
without being able to apply It to vehicles comIng from other
Member states and conforming to the Directives.- 18 -
61. The agr I-foodstuffs sector
phase:
Is also enter Ing Its administrative
Transposition of directives: This year all directives will be 
force, except for one on food Inspection and another on solvents, for
which the date of entry Into force has not yet been decided. France,
Portugal and Ireland are the most dilatory, but this sector Is also one
where some directives have not yet been transposed by a single Member
state. This state of affairs calls for special InvestIgation by the
Commission s Advisory Committee on Foodstuffs.
Implementation of dlrectl"es: The directives adopted by the Council
are usually framework directives requiring Implementing measures. The
CommIssIon has taken Its fIrst measure, using the powers delegated to
, concerning materials In contact with foodstuffs; other Directives
on foods for particular nutritional uses and labelling will follow. 
Is, however. additives which account for the bulk of Implementing
measures yet to be taken and wh I ch on Iy the Counc II can take: the fl rst
proposal will relate to art Iflclal sweeteners (approved list and
condl tl ons of use).
62.  Pharmaceuticals The Council and Parliament have almost finished
their work on veterinary medicines. The last of the White Paper
proposa I s on pharmaceutlca Is have been presented to the Counc II; they
are aimed at encouraging rational use of medicines and concern the
monitoring of wholesale distribution channels. rules on dispensing
(with or without a medical prescription) and better Information for
patients through labelling and package Inserts. These proposals will
shortly be followed by others on the advertising of pharmaceutical
products and on homfoopathlcmedlclnes.
3. As In the agrl-foodstuffs sector , and even though the Council has
not yet completed Its works the human and veterinary medicines Is now
entering a phase requiring Increasing admlnlstratlon~
TranspositIon of directives: All directives are now applicable,
except for the last four , whIch come Into force at the end of next
year. Taking account of derogations granted to some Member states,
cases of failure to transpose the Community rules are limited to Spain
and , to a lesser degree, Italy, Ireland and Portugal
ScientifIc evaluation: Authorizing the placing on the market of
medicines requires extensive scientific analysis to ensure maximum
health protection. With the aim of optimizing Member States ' existing
scientific reSources and enabling them to benefit the entire Community,
talks are under way to establish a single system for evaluating
med I cInes, wh I ch wou I d enta II sett I ng up  European agency.
Appropriate proposals will be presented towards the middle of the year.- 19 -
64. Chemicals: This Is the sector In which both the Commission and the Council have most successfully adhered to the White Paper ' s
timetable. All the Directives concerning detergents, fertilizers and,
above a II , dangerous prepar at Ions hav. been adopted. On I y the
dangerous-preparat Ions Direct I ve has not yet come I nto effect; the
others are being satisfactorily transposed , except for the DirectIve on
liquid fertilizers, which has been In force for a year but only Germany
and Denmark have transposed , and the Directive on good laboratory
practice, which has been tranSPosed In only four Member states.
65. Prevention of new barriers: Directive 83/189/EEC has been 
force for over a year for a II I ndustr I a I and agr I cu I tura I products;
although It has not Yet been fully transposed In four Member States,
the I atter are applying It In practice. Last year there were twice as
many notifications as the year before (319 as against 156 In 1988),
bringing the number of national draft technical regulations examined
since 1984 to 937. The notlflc.atlon procedure enables the Commission
to put the Idea of mutual recognition Into practice; It Introduced the
concept into about a Quarter of cases. Not I f I cat Ions have a I so
revealed new needs for harmonization In twenty cases, relating mainly
to chemicals and telecommunications. The Commission has also defined
in general terms the scope of mutual recognition In the foodstuffs sector by publishing a communication on Its Interpretation of
Article 30. The general problem of mutual recognition will be dealt
with In the Article 8b report from the standpoint of Implementation of
Article 100b.- 20-
The open I ng-up of publl c procurement
66. The Council has kept up the pace of decision-making by reaching
agreement In February on the proposal for a Directive on the openIng-up
of procurement In public services (water, telecommunications, transport
and energy), which will enable the DIrective to be finally adopted
before the end of the year. The Council Is cont Inulng discussions on
two proposals:
one .aimed at ensuring correct application of the DirectIve to publIc.
service enterprises, by Introducing review procedures that can be
used by businesses which believe they have been unfairly treated;
the other des.lgned to open up public service contracts awarded by
contracting authorities covered by the existing Public Works and
Public Supplies Directives. This proposal will later 
supplemented to cover entitIes operating In the water , energy,
transport and telecommunications sectors.
67. Two basic Instruments adopted by the Council, concerning publIc
SUpply and public works contracts, will enter Into force this year.
The Public Supplies DirectIve, which has been In force for over a year,
has been transposed In all the Member states concerned except Italy and
the Netherlands. In public procurement, Incorporation Is only the
formal aspect of Implementation, however. The Commission Is very
actively monitoring both what happens In the Member States and the
publication of tender notices, and has referred four cases to the
Court , one of which was the subject of an application for Interim
measures.
Nevertheless, It Is only the entry Into force of
Directive on review procedures which will make thIs
effective, thanks to the new machinery It Introduces
between the Commission and the Member States, and
guarantees I t affords operators.
I ast December
mon I tor Ing .more
for cooperat Ion
the new legal
The free movement of wage-earners and non-wage-earners
68. The regulated professions: After the adopt Ion In December 1988 of
the Directive Introducing a general system for the mutual recognition
of higher education diplomas awarded after at least three years
training, the Commission proposed last August to extend It to diplomas
for lower levels of training, IncludIng secondary education. The
Council and Par I lament began work Immediately to enable a decision to
be taken before the end of the year. Moreover, without waiting for the
first Directive to come Into force next January, the Commission has
held several meetings with thoee responsible for Implementing the
system in the Member states, so as to coordinate their Interpretat Ion
of the D.I recti ve when draft Ing nat lona I transpos I tlon measures.- 21 -
69. The free movement of. wage-earners: Workers must be able to take up
residence In any Member State of the Community without hindrance and therefore obtain the right of residence for themselves and theIr
families and have theIr qualifications recognized. Proposals to make
residence condItIons for workers more flexible have now been examined
by Parliament: theIr aim Is essentIally to strengthen the principle of
equal treatment and to strengthen the right of residence of unemployed
or short-term workers and their familIes. To ensure that the 1985 Council Decision concerning the correspondence of different
professional qualificatIons Is Implemented , the CommissIon, with the
help of the European Centre for the Development of Voc.atlonal Training
(CEDEFOP), published last year the Initial results of work on the
correspondence of qualifications In three professions.
The Informat Ion sheet also planned by the Commission will enable
workers to attest that theIr training corresponds to that In the host
country.
70. The general right of residence: The right of establishment Is not
just an economic notion, It Isa question of the Individual freedom of
any citizen wishing to move within the Community. This has been the
Commission approach since 1979, confirmed In 1985 by the Adonnlno
report on a People s Europe and taken up by the European Council on
several occasions when It called for recognition of the right of
residence for all Community citizens. To help the Council reach a
decision , the Commission last year revIsed Its original proposal. The
resulting new proposals enabled unanimous agreement to be reached last
December , while their fInal adoptIon depends on the outcome of fresh
consultation of Parliament.
Serv Ices
(a) F I nanc I a I serv Ices
71. Banking: Adoption of the Second Directive and its technical
corollaries, the DIrectives on own fUnds and solvency ratios, Is a
decisive and Irreversible step forward. The foundations have now been laid for an Internal market In banking with a single passport and
home-country control; from 1 January 1993 banks will be able to operate
throughout the Community. The Commission will for Its part also be
proposing this year that Its two 1987 recommendatIons on deposit
guarantees and the supervision and control of large exposures be
transformed Into direct I ves.- 22 -
72. Insurance: The Council has adopted a common position on the third
motor-veh Ic I  Insurance Direct I ve. The next major step will be the
adoption of the life assurance Directive currently before Parliament
and the Directive on the provision of motor-vehicle. Insurance services,
on which Parliament recently delivered Its opinion. The Council will
be able to begin work on annual accounts, for which proposals have been
on the Counc II tab Ie since 1986. Last Iy, as I t undertook to do, the
Commission will thIs year propose the necessary concomitant, covering
mass risks, to the non- life or general Insurance Directive, whIch Is
coming Into force I n June and has so far been Incorporated by one
Member State, France, and measures concerning life assurance.
73. Securities transactions: The Council has IntrodUced a concomitant
to the technical directives adopted so far by approving last April the
Directive on the prospectus to be published when transferable
secur I tIes are offered for subscrl pt Ion or sa I e to the pub II c, wh I ch
a Ilow mutua I recogn I t Ion of such prospectuses from next year. The
Council has adopted another DIrective prohibiting Insider trading and
thereby protecting Investors. Work In thIs sector Is continuing with
dIscussions on the Directive concernIng Investment services, on which
Parliament has recently given Its opinion.
74. This sector has now entered the Implementing phase , since the two
Directives on UCITS enabling such entities to operate throughout the
Commun i ty came I nto force I ast October. However, these Direct I ves have
so far been transposed by only five Member states; Belgium , Germany,
Italy and the Netherlands are all behind schedule.
(b) Tr anspor t
75. In the last three years key decisions have been taken concerning
the different modes of transport although progress Is '3tllI necessary to liberalize completely the provision of transport services in the
Community. The opening-up of cabotage In the road-haulage sector does
represent a decisive step forward for the functioning of the Internal
market , even If for the moment It ls of a limited nature and must stili
be extended to other means of transport.
76. Air: Last year the Commission presented proposals for the second
phase of liberalization (prices, market access, capacity, rules on
competition) and on mutual recognition of staff qualifications. These
steps have been, or will be followed In 1990 by proposals on the
external relations aspect of air transport arid on limiting flying hours
for alrcrew. The accompanying measures proposals will follow during the
course of 1990 and 1991.
77. Road: By Introducing cabotage last year , the Council for the very
first tIme backed up harmonIzation of the .condltlons for competition
with measures to liberalize the market. ThIs Regulation , which should
gradually come Into force from 1 July, will require further measures
before the definitive cabotage regime Is complete , because Its scope Is
limited.- 23 -
These measures form part of an Integrated package for reorganizing the
transport market , Including harmonization of the conditions governing
access to the road-hau I age prOfess Ion - a necessary flank I ng measure for the IntroductIon of cabotage - and the Introduction of a system to
allow full freedom In pricing road transport between Member States.
Moreover , the Commission has continued to Implement the Regulation
reorganizing transport quotas, by proposing a 40% Increase for this
year and the next two years, enabling the definitive rules for freely
crossing borders to come Into being on 1 January 1993.
78. However, It Is surprising at the very least that substantial
progress In freight transport shoUld have no Impact on passenger
transport, wh Ich continues to be governed by rules affecting both
carriers and citizens. Proposals have been on the table since 1987.
79. $ea: $1 nee t he adopt Ion I n December 1986 of a ma jor package of
measures guarantee I ng the freedom to prov I de sh I pp I ng serv Ices,
proposa I s lntended to permit cabotage have made no progress at all.
Under the "positive measures " proposed to the Council last August , the
Commission has taken new steps to encourage progress In thIs area.
80. Inland waterways: The cabotage proposal , before the Councl I since
1985, must be re-examined so that a decision can be reached befora the
end of the year. The w II I I ngness to comprom I se which enab I ed 
decision to be taken on road cabotage shou.ld also enable a decision to
be taken on this matter.
(c) New techno log I es
81. Television: The key Directive on cross-border broadcasting was
adopted I ast October. Th Is dec I s ion was reached by means of 
compromise on the part not only of the Member States but also of the
Commission and Parliament; It was the first example of the Communlty
commitment to an audiovisual polley, which covers the MedIa programme
Involvement In the EUREKA programme and promot Ion of the new standard
for high-definition television.
82. Telecommunications: The adoption of a common position on the "Open
Network Provision " (ONP) Directive Is a demonstration of Member States
political commitment to embarking on a standardization policy leading
to the Interconnection of networks. The aim of the proposed Directive
Is to eliminate disparities In standards or barriers deriving from the
I ack of harmon I zed techn I ca I  nter faces, different cond i t Ions of use
and lack of transparency In charging. The technical conditions for the
provision of services will thus be fulfilled. The Directive, which 
based on Article 90, pursues the objective of free provision of
services and will be notified bylhe Commission to the Member States  the coming months. However , a single market should also make It
possible for telecommunications terminals to be used freely In any- 24 -
Member state. This Is the purpose of the proposal for a Directive on
the recognition of type approval whIch has been before the Council and
Parliament since July last year. It must be remembered that the sO'le
technical specifications In force In this sector , relating to mobile
radio, have been transposed O'nly by France and Germany.
83. Accompanying the free mO'vement of capital and the freedom to supply
banking services, the CO'mmlsslon wishes to promO'te new means of payment
monetlque). On the basis of a Recommendation adopted In 1988, work
has begun on three fronts : network, standards and USer prO'tect Ion.
This Commission measure has recently received the support of the
European Banking Federation which has adopted a CO'de O'f Conduct on the
basis of the RecO'mmendatlon.
Cap j ta I mO'vements
84. The adoption In June 1988 of the Directive providing for cO'mplete
liberalization of capital movements and the RegulatIon establishing a
system prov i ding f I nanc I a I ass Istance fO'r Member states ' ba I anceS of
payments was a milestone In the completion of the single market. The
IlberallzatlO'n O'f capital movements, which should enter Into fO'rce In
eight Member states by Ju I y, has a I ready I ed seven Member states to
take preparatory measures; Italy stili has to liberalize the ter.
under which residents can hold accounts abroad before the DIrective can
be fUlly implemented there. When the Directive was being adopted , the
Commission undertook to' present a prO'Posal designed to eliminate or
minimize the risks of distortion and tax evasion arising from the
diversity of national systems fO'r taxing savings. Two proposals were
therefore presented to the Council at the beginning of last year: the
first concerns a minimum rate of taxation for Interest earned on
sav ings the second strengthen Ing cooperat Ion between nat lonal
authorities to combat tax evasion. The Council has been unable to
reach agreement on these two proposa Is.
Creating suitable cO'ndltlO'ns for cooperation between businesses
(a) Company I aw and taxat Ion
85. Company law: last year saw the entry Into force of the RegulatlO'n
on the European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG), which was Introduced
I n a II Member states except Spa I n Greece, I ta I y, Luxembourg and
Portugal. Firms began to make Immediate use of this form of
cooperation: to the Commission s knO'wledge , 54 EEIGs have been set up.
There has been only limited progress In other areas of company law,
except for the adoption O'f the Directive exempting branches of
companies from publishing separ.ate accounts (11th Directive) and the
Directive on single-member companies (12th Directive).~ 25 -
86. Four Important proposals are stili before the Council: the fifth
company law Directive, on company structures Is deadlocked In the
Council on the worker participation Issue , and the tenth Directive
concerning cross-border mergers Is at a standstill In ParlIament
because It refers to national laws on worker participation. The
Commission has therefore urged that priority be gIven to two other
proposals: the proposals for a Directive and a Regulation on the
statute for a EUropean company and the proposa I on pub II c purchase or
public exchange offers (13th DIrective).
87. Direct taxation : The Commission proposals are currently blocked at Council despite the re- Iaunch of negotiations by the Commission
since 1989. The 3 directives mentioned In the White Paper which are
designed to eliminate fiscal obstacles to cooperation between firms 
different Member States have not yet been adopted. These dIrect I ves,
which concern the common system of taxation applicable to parent
companies and theIr Subsidiaries, the system of taxation of mergers
divisions and contr Ibutlons of assets together with the arbitration
procedure concernIng the elimination of double taxatIon , are however of
prime Importance If enterprises are to be able to take full advantage
of the I nterna I market.
(b) Intellectual and Industrial property
88. The Community Patent Convention was the subject of another
diplomatic conference last December , whose positive outcome holds out
hope for Implementation of the Convention In 1993. A general proposal (for a Community trade mark) and specific proposals concerning
bIotechnological InventIons and software are under discussion.
Unanimous adoption of the proposal for a Community trade .mark Is stili
hampered by the twin problem of locat.lon of the Community Trademark
Office and the choice of Its work I ng l anguage; the specIfic proposals
are stili the sUbject of technically and politically complicated
debates In Parliament. So far the Council has adopted only two
directives: one harmonizing national trademark law and the other on the
legal protection of microcircuits; only the latter Is In force and has
been transposed In all Member states but Greece.- 26 -
III. THE REMOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS
89. Following the CommissIon s communication of May last year , whIch
paved the way for adjusting the Initial proposals concerning Indirect
taxation, the CouncIl set up an  ad hoc working party of national
experts. This working party. Instructed to examIne the communication
and any other Idea put forward during Council disCUssions, met
regularly during the latter half of last year. These meetings proved
once again just how difficult It Is to reach agreement  In  thIs area,
which Is so Important If frontier controls are to be abolished, but
also for progress towards economic and monetary union.
90. For the first time, the Council meetings on economic and financial
affairs held In October, November and December discussed the different
aspects of the Issue on the bas IS of the report from the  ad hoc
working group. The conclusions reached by the Council In agreeing the
first guidelines for ImplementIng the commitments of the Single Act fall somewhat short of the Commission s proposals. With regard to the
VAT system , whilst accepting the abolition of r.emlsslon of tax on
export the Counc II stated I ts preference for a per lod of trans I tlon
ensuring for companies the abolition of fiscal controls at frontiers
from  January 1993 but the maintenance of tax In the country of
destination. The Council wIll decide on the passing to a definitive
regime of VAT before 31 December 1996. In addition, the abolition froln
1 January 1993 of restrictions on the purchases of Individuals In the
Community Is stili subject to a reserve by one Member state. This
Council position will lead to the establishment of a transitory system
to go beyond 1992 which would maintain different treatment for
I ntraCommun I ty trade and nat lona I trade..
91. However the Council adopted unanimously the fIrst guidelines
concerning the progressive approximation of VAT rates. Whilst It has
not yet adopted the Comm I ss Ion proposa I s on rate bands I t is comm It ted
to decide, before the end of 1991, on a rate band or a minimum rate
concerning normal rates of VAT as well as on the level and the field of
application of reduced rates. In addition, the Council has undertaken
not to modify VAT rates unless It Is to bring them within the band of
14 to 20 % proposed by the Commission for the basic VAT rat.
92. I n December t he European Counc II acknow I edged the work under taken
by the Council and specifically requested It to take decisIons swiftly,
on Commission proposals and to ensure that the necessary decisions
which would render Irreversible the complete aboI Itlon of fiscal
frontiers be taken.- 27 -
93. The months ahead represent a major test of the Council' s will to
decide on the more difficult aspects of fiscal harmonizatIon. The
slowness of the CouncIl' s work, the fact that It only responded to the
CommissIon s proposal of September 1987 In December 1989 and Its new
guidelines of May 1989 explains why the CommIssion has not yet
finalized Its package of proposals. These additional proposals wIll be
presented as from April : they will supplement both the VAT proposals
and the most recent proposals on excise rates. On this basis, the
Commission wIll press the Council to ensure that the goal of
eliminating tax frontiers, on which the 1992 objective Itself now
depends, Is attaIned. ThIs will only be achIeved with the active
support of Par II ament, whose op I n Ion Is awa I ted on these proposa Is.ANNEXES
INTRODUCTION
The following Annexes outline
A. progress to date at both Council and Commission level
on adoption of initiatives contained in the white
Paper programme
B. Information concerning implementation of Community
measures on the internal market in the Member States
Adoption of White Paper initiati~es - Commission and
council aspect
ANNEX I list of initiatives presented in the
context of the Completion of the Internal
Market which have been ,adopted by the
Commission and Council up to
28 February 1990
ANNEX 2 list of Commission proposals awaiting
Council adoption on  28 February 1990
Implementation by Member states of Leqal Acts required
to complete the Internal Market
ANNEX 3 list of directives , regulations , decisions
and recommendations contained in the White
Paper programme which are  already in force
or  due to enter into force by 31/12/1990
ANNEX 4 Court of Justice decisions not implemented
by Member States (procedures underway on
the basis of Article 171 of the Treaty)
ANNEX 5 Global assessment of implementation in
individual Member states28 February, 1990
ANNEX I
to 5th progress Report
COMPLETION OF THE INTERNAL MARKET
---- --- - ---- - ------ -  ----- -- - ----
INITIATIVES AND PROPOSALS
ADOPTED BY COMMISSION AND COUNCIL
-- --- -- - - - -- ----- --- - --- -- ---- -- -- - --
The following list shows the proposals presented in the
context of the Co~pletion of the Internal Market which have
been  adopted or  partially adopted by both commission and
council. Numbers refer to the total number of decisions
taken by Council including partial adoptions.
Those  partially adopted will require further Council
decision.
: In the "Comments" section, the term "implementation
date" means the date on which the Member States are expected
to apply the legislation concerned
- - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
SUBJECT ADOPTION
DATE
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
PART ONE : THE REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS
I. CONTROL OF GOODS
1. various controls
1. Duty free admission of fuel
contained in the fuel tanks
of commercial motor vehicles
lorries and coaches






OJ L 183 of
16/7/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/10/19852. Single Administrative document




OJ L 179 of
11/7/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/1988





OJ L 157 of
12/6/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/1988; DEROGATIONS for Spain and
Portugal
4. Elimination of customs formalities
in the framework .of the TIR Convention
(COM(86) 184) and the introduction of
















Reg. 3690/86 - 1/7/87
Reg. 4283/88 - 1/7/89 
5. Simplification of Community transit
procedure







Implementation date : 1/7/88
6. Elimination of controls performed
at the frontiers of Member States





OJ L 390 of
30/12/89







COMMENTS : Implementation date : 1/7/90
2. veterinary and phvtosanitarv controls
veterinary Controls






OJ L 168 of
28/6/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date Dir. 85/323 : obligation to conform to
terms of directive contains period not yet fixed
Implementation date Dir. 85/324 : as above






OJ L 168 of
28/6/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date Dir. 85/325 : 1/1/86
Implementation date Dir. 85/326 : 1/1/86
Implementation date Dir. 85/327 : 1/1/86





OJ L 168 of
28/6/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : Dir. 85/320 : 1/1/1986
Implementation date : Dir. 85/321 : 1/1/1986
Implementation date : Dir. 85/322 : 1/1/198611. Hormone growth promoters ADOPTED
10/7/85
Dir 85/358




OJ L 70 of
16/3/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date Dir. 85/358 : 1/1/87
Implementation date Dir. 88/146 : 1/1/88
NB : Directive 88/146 replaces Directive 85/649 in accordance
with the Court of Justice ruling on hormones in March
1988
12. Production and trade in milk ADOPTED
5/8/85
Dir. 85/397
OJ L 226 of
24/8/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1 January 1989
13. Control of foot and mouth disease ADOPTED
18/11/85
Dir.85/511
OJ L 315 of
26/11/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/1987




OJ L 275 of
24/9/86
COMMENTS
Implementation dates : 1 April 1987 (Articles 3 and 4);
31 December 1987 (Articles 5, 12),




OJ L 275 of
24/9/86
COMMENTS
Implementation dates : 1 April 1987 (Articles 3 and 4);
31 December 1987 (Articles 5 12),
31 December 1988 (all other articl~s)
16. Live animals of the porcine
species : eradication of





OJ L 382 of
31/12/86
COMMENTS
PORTUGAL to submit a reinforc~d plan to th~ commission for
the eradication of African swine fev~r and the res.tructuring
of pig farms. No precise deadlines m~ntioned in the
decision. Commission to approve plans according to the
procedure of the standing Veterinary Committee which includes
specific time limits, and follow the developments concerning
the implementation of eradication plan (a report must be made
to the Committee at least once a year)
A supplementary plan was adopted in 1989 - Directiv~ 89/577
OJ L 322 of 7/11/1989.
17. Live animals of the porcine
species : eradication of




OJ L 382 of
31/12/86
COMMENTS
SPAIN to submit reinforced plan for the above-mentioned
eradication scheme. No precise deadlines are mentioned in the
decision. The commission must approve these plans, according
to the procedure of the Standing veterinary Committee which
includes specific time limits and follow the developments
concerning the implementation of the eradication plan.
(A report must be made to the Committee at least once a year)18. Live animals of the bovine
species: amended eradication
directives to provide for
final eradication of brucellosis
tuberculosis & leukosis












Member states shall draw up eradication plans to be submitted
to the Commission within nine months of the notification of
Decision; the Commission, after examination of the proposed
plans and any amendments thereto, shall approve them
according to the procedure of the Standing Veterinary
Committee. On the dates fixed by the Commission in its
decision of approval, Member states shall bring into force
the national provisions required to implement the eradication
plans.
Modification of Directive 72/461 on
health probl~ms affecting intra-
Community trade in fresh meat and
Directive 72/462 on health and
veterinary inspection problems
upon importation of bovine animals








Implementation date : 1/1/88
: This directive was annulled by the European Court of
Justice on 16 November 1989 - Case Number 131/87 - and
published in Official Journal C 313 of 13 December 1989
A replacement proposal will be prepared by the Commission.19. Eradication of classical swine fever















OJ L 280 of
3/10/87
COMMENTS
Decision 87/230 to apply from  1/1/1987
Decision 87/231 : Member states to enforce necessary measures
to comply with decision not later than  31/12/87 and must
inform the Commission thereof
Directives 87/486, 87/487 and Dec. 87/488 drawn up in line
with Article 2 of Decision 87/230 which required further
Council decision on financial measures before  1/11/87 and
Directive 87/489 in line with Article 3 of Decision 87/231
which required further Council decision before  1/11/87
Directive 87/486 (control of classical swine fever) : Member
States to bring into force laws and other provisions
necessary to comply with directive not later than  31 December
1987 ; Commission to be notified of provisions
Directive 87/487 (conditions designed to render and keep
territory free of classical swine fever) : national
programmes to be implemented in Member States not yet
officially swine fever-free : minimum period of 6 years;
maximum period 10 years
Decision 87/488 : (classical swine fever : financial
measures) original eradication plan under Directive 80/1095
given a 6 year period; this has now been extended by 4 years;
those Member States not yet officially swine fever-free must
therefore submit a new plan not later than 3 months before
the expiry of their initial plan.
Directive 87/489 : (swine fever : certain measures)
Member States shall bring into force laws , etc. to comply
with directive not later than  31 December 1988 and must
inform the Commission of these provisions20. Acceptance for breeding purposes of
purebred breeding animals of the
bovine species
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/89







21. Amendment to Directive 80/215










22. Amendment to Directive 64/433 on health
problems affecting intra-Community
trade in fresh meat
COMMENTS




OJ L 124 of
18/5/88
23. Amendment to Directive 72/462 on health
and veterinary inspection problems upon
importation of bovine animals and swine
and fresh meat from third countries
COMMENTS




OJ L 124 of
18/5/88
24. Semen of animals : bovine species









OJ L 194 of
22/7/88
25. Minced meat and s imi 1 ar : health
problems




OJ L 382 of





OJ L 382 of
31/12/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/7/1990
DEROGATION for Greece until 31/12/1992 (in
with the exception provided for in Article
Directive 77/99)
order to comply






OJ L 382 of
31/12/88
COMMENTS : Implementation date - 1/1/1991
DEROGATION until 1/1/93 for spain and Portugal
(but clause in decision which allows for prolongation of
derogation)
28. Pleuro-pneumonia in Portugal





OJ L 53 of
25/2/89
COMMENTS
Under the terms of the Decision, the portuguese government
will draw up a reinforced plan for the eradication of
contagious bovine pleuropneumonia; no deadline is given for
the submission of the plan which, when approved by the
Commission, will qualify for Community financial assistance
for a period of 3 years
29. Imports of meat products from
third countries (animal health




OJ L 93 0 
6/4/89
CO:M:MENTS :
Implementation date : 30/6/1990
30. Purebred breeding - sheep and goats ADOPTED
30/5/89
DIR. 89/361
OJ L 153 of
6/6/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/199131. Hygiene and health problems affecting
the production and the placing on the
market of egg products
COMMENTS












OJ L 223 of
2/8/89
COMMENTS
Not later than  6 months  after notification of this Decision
the Member States on whose territory the presence of rabies
has been established shall forward their pilot projects to
the Commission; the Commission shall assess the pilot
projects and  within 4 months reach a final decision thereon;
this decision shall contain the date on which the pilot
proiects will be implemented by the Member states
33. Animal embryos
COMMENTS Implementation date : 1/1/91
34. Mutual assistance between the adminis-
trative authorities of the Member States
and cooperation between the latter and
the Commission to ensure the correct
applicaion of legislation on veterinary
and zootechnical matters









OJ L 351 of
2/12/89
35. Veterinary checks in intra -Community trade
COMMENTS : Implementation date : 31/12/91





OJ L 395 of
30/12/89Phvtosanitary Controls













Implementation dates : DIR. 85/574 - 1/1/87
DIR. 88/572 - 1/1/89
37. Amendment of Directive
79/117/EEC on the prohibition of





OJ L 212 of
2/8/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/7/87
38. Maximum levels for pesticide






OJ L 221 of
7/8/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 30/6/1988
39. Proposal for Directive on the
fixing of guidelines for the





OJ L 64 of
7/3/87
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 31/12/87
Amendment to Directive 74/63 on
undesirable substances and products
in animal nutrition (maximum








Implementation date : 31/12/90
: This directive was annulled by the European Court of
Justice on 16 November 1989 - Case Number 11/88 - and
published in Official Journal C 313 of 13 December 1989
A replacement proposal will be prepared by the commission.40. certification of seeds ADOPTED
13/6/88
DIR.88/380




Article 3(11) & Article 7(9) : 1/7/82 Article 3 ( 12 )  : 1/1/83
Article 6(5)&(6) and Article 7(6)&(10) : 1/1/86 Article 2 (8) , (17) , (20) , (28); Article 3 (18) , (31), (37); Article 5(10), (19), (23), (25)
Articles 1(8), 2(10), 3(20), 5(12), 7(18) : 1/7/92 All other provisions : 1/7/90
41. Harmful organisms in seeds and seed
potatoes




OJ L 159 of
10/6/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 31/3/89
42. Amendment to Dir. 77/93 on protective
measures against the introduction into
Member States of organisms harmful to
plants and plant products
(plant health inspectorate)





OJ L 212 of
22/7/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/90
43. Compound feedingstuffs ADOPTED
22/1/90
DIR. 90/44
OJ L 27 0 
31/1/90
COMMENTS : Implementation date : 22/1/92II. CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS
44. sixth Directive relative to
allowances in intra-community





OJ L 183 of
16/7/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/10/1985;
certain DEROGATIONS for Denmark, Greece. and Ireland
: A further decision in this domain was taken on
21/12/1988 which increased the allowance to 390 ECll - Dir.
88/664 , OJ L 382 of 31/12/1988 implementation date 1/7/89
certain DEROGATIONS  for  Denmark, Greece and Ireland.
45. Tax reliefs to be allowed on the
importation of goods in small
consignments of a non-commercial
character wi thin the Community




OJ L 183 of
16/7/85
COMM:ENTS :
Implementation date : 1/10/1985
DEROGATION for Ireland
: A further decision in this domain was taken on
21/12/1988 increasing the allowance to 110 ECll - Dir. 88/663
OJ L 382 of 31/12/88,  implementation : 1/7/89
DEROGATION for Ireland.
J6. Small consignments : exemption from VAT
on the final importation of goods
(amendment to Directive 83/181 determining





OJ L 151 of
17/6/88
C:JMM.ENTS :
Implementation date 1 January 1989
47. Modification to Dir. 83/183
(:::ax exemptions applicabl,e to permanent
imports from a Member State oI' the




OJ L 348 of
29/11/89
20!c1l:ENTS : I:nplementation date : 1/7/1990PART TWO : THE REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS 
I. FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS
1. New approach in technical harmonization and standards
pol icy






Implementation date : 1/7/90
(Member States required to publish laws of compliance by
1/1/90)
49. Extension of information procedures on
standards and technical rules




OJ L 81 of
26/3/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1 January 1989
50. Safety of toys ADOPTED
3/5/88
DIR. 88/378
OJ L 187 of
16/7/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/90
51. Electromagnetic compatibility ADOPTED
3/5/89
DIR. 89/336
OJ L 139 of
23/5/89
COMMENTS
Laws of compliance must be published by 1/7/1991 whilst
implementation is due on 1/1/92




OJ L 183 of
14/6/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 31/12/199253. Personal protective devices ADOPTED
21/12/89
DIR. 89/686
OJ L 399 of
31/12/89
COMMENTS : Implementation date : 1/6/92
2. Sectoral proposalS concerninq approximation of laW's
1. Motor vehicles
54. Type approval of motor vehicles








Implementation date : 1/10/88






Implementation date : 1/7/88








Implementation date : 1/7/88
57. Diesel particulates ADOPTED
16/6/88
DIR. 88/436
OJ L 214 of
6/8/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/10/88
In the framework of the proposal for a consolidated directive
on passenger car emissions - COM(89) 662 fin - the Commission
has proposed a second stage for further reduction in the
limit values for particulate pollutant emissions of diesel
powered passenger cars58. Motorcycle replacement exhaust
systems
COMMENTS




OJ L 98 of
11/4/89
59. Motor vehicles - lateral protection ADOPTED
13/4/89
DIR.89/297
OJ L 124 of
5/5/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 30/10/89
60. Modification to Dir. 70/220
(limit values for vehicles below
1400 cc)
COMMENTS




OJ L 226 of
3/8/89
2. Tractors and agricultural machines
61. Rollover protection structures
(incorporating two pillars and
mounted in front of the driver'
seat on narrow-track wheeled







Implementation date : 25/6/89







Implementation date : 31/12/1988
63. certain components and c)larac-
teristics of wheeled agricultural
or forestry tractors
(weight and dimensions , drive-
shaft, engine stopping device




OJ L 67 of
10/3/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 31/12/892 . 3. Food law




J. L 372 of
31/12/85
COMMENTS
Member states to take necessary
(a) by 1/1/87 as far as trade
present directive is concerned;
(b) by 1/7/88 as far as trade
conform to present directive is
measures
in products that conform to
in products that do not
concerned
65. Simulants (plastic materials








- permit trade in and use of plastics, materials and
articles complying with this Directive up to  1 January
1991
- prohibit trade in and use of plastics, materials and
articles intended to come into contact with foodstuffs
and which do not comply with this Directive as from
1 January 1993
66. General Directive on sampling




J. L 372 of
31.12.
COMMENTS










Implementation date : 31. 12. 1986
68. Emulsifiers (modification) ADOPTED
24/3/86
Dir. 86/102
J. L 88 of
3/4/86
COMMENTS







OJ L 144 of
29/5/86
COMMENTS
Member States to modify (if necessary) their legislation in order to :
- permit trade in products which comply with this Directive
by 1 May 1988 at the latest;
- prohibit trade in products which do not comply with this
Directive as from 1 May 1989
70. Extraction solvents ADOPTED
13/6/88
DIR. 88/344
OJ L 157 of
24/6/88
COMMENTS




OJ L 184 of
15/7/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 21/12/89
(marketing of goods complying with the directive shall be
permitted by 22/6/90 whilst marketing of goods  not complying




OJ L 318 of
25/11/88
COMMENTS
Member States to take measures in order to 
permit trade in products which comply with this directive
by 31/12/89;
prohibit trade in products which do not comply with this
directive by 1/1/9113. Frozen foods ADOPTED
21/12/88
DIR. 89/108
OJ L 40 of
11/2/89
COMMENTS
Member States to take measures in order to 
permit trade in products which comply with this directive
by 10/7/1990;
prohibit trade in products which do not comply with this
directive 10/1/1991
14. Food additives ADOPTED
21/12/88
DIR. 89/107









to take measures to permit trade in products
this directive by 28 December 1990 and to
in products  not  complying with this Directive
1991)
75. Materials in contact with foodstuffs ADOPTED
21/12/88
DIR. 89/109
OJ L 40 of
11/2/89
COMMENTS
Member States to take measures to 
- permit trade in goods which comply with this directive by
10/7/1990 ;
- to prohibit trade in goods which do not comply with this
directive by 10/1/1992









- trade in goods complying with the directive to be
permitted by 16/5/1990
- trade in goods not complying with the directive to be
prohibited by 16/5/199177. Definition, description and




OJ L 160 of
29/5/89
COMMENTS
The Regulation entered into
publication in the Official
Communities (15/6/89):
Application from 15/12/1989
which apply from 15/6/1989
force on the third day after its
Journal of the European
except for Articles 13 to 16
78. Official control of foodstuffs
COMMENTS




OJ L 186 of
30/6/89
79. Fruit juices and similar products




OJ L 186 of
30/6/89
COMMENTS
- trade in goods complying with the directive to be
permitted by 14/6/1990
- trade in goods not complying with the directive to be
prohibited by 14/6/1991
80. Labelling, presentation and
advertising of foodstuffs for
sale to the ultimate consumer




OJ L 186 of
30/6/89
COMMENTS
- Trade in goods complying with this Directive to be
permitted by 20/12/1990
- Trade in goods not complying with this Directive to be
prohibited by 20/6/1992
4. Pharmaceuticals and hiqh-technoloqv medicines
81. proposal for Directive
concerning the placing on the
market of high-technology





OJ L 15 of
17/1/87
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/7/8782. Proposal amending Directive
75/318/EEC concerning the




Implementation date : 1/7/87;
DEROGATION for Portugal under the Treaty of Accession until
1/1/91






Implementation date : 1/7/87









Implementation date : 1/7/87
DEROGATIONS for Greece, Portugal and Spain until 1/1/92
85. Proposal for a Council
Recommendation concerning tests
relating to the placing on the







No implementation period required for this recommendation





This adoption enabled the commission to negotiate
membership on behalf of the 12 Member States; the Community
joined in September 1989.
87. Price transparency in the prices





OJ L 40 of
11/2/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 31/12/89880 Extension of directives to medicinal
products not already included
proprietary medicinal products
(Dir. 341/89); immunological medicinal
products consisting of vaccines, toxins
or serums and allergens (Diro 89/342);
radiopharmaceuticals (Diro 89/343);
medicinal products derived from human










OJ L 181 of
28/6/89
COMMENTS : Implementation dates 1/1/92
(with progressive extension to existing products
by 31/12/1992)
50 Chemical products
890 Council Directive relating
to restrictions on the
marketing and use of PCB'
(polychlorinated biphenyls)
COMMENTS











The decision taken on 12/12/85 enables the Commission to
commence negotiations for the Membership of the European
Agreement on Detergents; there are no implementation
requirements 
91. Council Directive relating
to "Restrictions on the
marketing and use of asbestos"
COMMENTS














Member States are being allowed to maintain exceptions to the
requirements concerning certain non-ionic agents included in
detergents laid down by Directive 73/404 the implementation
date of which was 22/5/75 until  31/12/89
93. Liquid fertilisers (amendment to
directive 76/116)
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 25 March 1989
94. Classification, packaging and labelling
of dangerous preparations
COMMENTS











95. Secondary fertil isers
(amendment to Dir. 76/116 in respect of
calcium, magnesium, sodium and sulphur
content of fertilisers)
COMMENTS




OJ L 111 of
22/4/89
96. Oligo-elements in fertilisers
COMMENTS




OJ L 281 of
30/9/89
2 . 6 Construction and construction products
97. Tower cranes : permissible sound
levels
COMMENTS





of 8/8/8798. Construction products ADOPTED
21/12/88
DIR.89/106
OJ L 40 of
11/2/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 27/6/91
7.  Other  iteJl1s
99. Tyre pressure gauge ADOPTED
26/5/86
Dir. 86/217
OJ L 152 of
6/6/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 30/11/87








Implementation date : 3/12/89
101. Hydraulic diggers (noise) ADOPTED
22/12/86
Dir. 86/662
OJ L 384 of
31/12/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 24/12/88
NB : 6 years after implementation common noise levels to be
adhered to






OJ L 384 of
31/12/86
COMMENTS
Measures in accordance : 22/12/88
Member States to report to Commission , within 2 years , all
national measures taken in accordance with the Recommendation103. Directive on products which, appearing
to be other than they are, endanger the
health or safety of consumers
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 26/6/89
104. Modification to Directive 84/538
on lawn mower noise
COMMENTS










OJ L 81 of
26/3/88
105. Indication of prices of non-foodstuffs
COMMENTS




OJ L 142 of
9/6/88
106. Indication of prices of foodstuffs
COMMENTS




OJ L 142 of
9/6/88
107. Good laboratory practices
non-clinical testing of chemicals
COMMENTS












OJ L 382 of
31/12/88113. Coordination of
provisions in respect of







OJ L 253 of
24/9/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date for DIR 85/432 - 1/10/87;
Decision 85/434 concerned the creation of an Advisory







OJ L 253 of
24/9/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/10/87.
DEROGATION for Greece : 10 years after entry into force the
commission must make proposals aiming at the extension of
mutual recognition of diplomas to self-employed pharmacists
A directive including SPAIN and PORTUGAL in this mea.sure was
adopted in 1985 - Dir. 85/584 - and published in OJ L 372 of
31/12/85
115. University/Industry






OJ L 222 of
8/8/1986
COMMENTS
Implementation : preparatory phase 1986; operation of
programme 1987-1989;
COMETT II adopted 16/12/88 (OJ L 13 of 17/1/89 -
implementation 1990/1994)
commission report on 1987
1988, COM(88)36 final;
commission report on 1988
COM(89) 171;
Commission report on 1989
activities submitted 12 February
activities submitted 13 April 1989,
activities due March 1990.
116. specific training




OJ L 267 of
19/9/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date 1/1/95117. Coordination




OJ L 382 of
31/12/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/90;
DEROGATION for ITALY concerning the provisions
ending of commercial agents contracts  Article
1/1/93




118. Regulated professions : General system
for  the mutual recognition of higher
education diplomas awarded on completion
of professional education and training




OJ L 19 of
24/1/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 3/1/9.
(a report on the state of application of the




IV. COMMON MARKET FOR SERVICES
1. FINANCIAL SERVICES
1 . 1 Banks




OJ L 372 of
31/12/86
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 31/12/1990
(facility for Member States to apply implementing rules  for
the first time  for  financial year accounts beginning 1993)120. Foreign branches' accounts : banks ADOPTED
13/2/89
Dir. 89/117
OJ L 44 of
16/2/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/1991
(facility for Member States to provide that provisions shall
apply for the first time to annual accounts for the financial
year beginning on 1/1/93 or during the calendar year 1993)
121. Own funds - banks ADOPTED
17/4/89
DIR. 89/299
OJ L 124 of
5/5/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/1993
122. Taking up and pursuit of the business
of credit institutions and amendment to




OJ L 386 of
30/12/89
COMMENTS : Implementation date 1/1/93
123. Solvency ratio for credit institutions ADOPTED
18/12/89
DIR. 89/647
OJ L 386 of
30/12/89
COMMENTS : Implementation date 1/1/91
DEROGATIONS for Germany, Greece and Denmark on mortgage
credits aspect to  1/1/96 and for Greece on application of 8%
ratio until  1/1/2000
- Recommendation on the setting up of a







OJ L 33 of
4/2/1987







OJ L 33 of
4/2/1987
COMMENTS : Implementation requirements do not apply
1. 2 Insurance








Implementation date : 1/7/90












OJ L 172 of
4/7/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 29/6/90
Some DEROGATIONS for Spain (1.1. 97); Greece , Ireland and Portugal (1. 10. 98)
1.3 Transactions in securities







OJ L 375 of
31/12/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/10/1989
(Member States may grant additional period of 12 months to
comply with those rules for UCITS existing on that date;
DEROGATIONS for Greece and Portugal to postpone application
up to 1/4/1992.28. UCITS Directive : special measures
concerning certain investments




OJ L 100 of
19/4/88
COMMENTS : (as in preceding measure 
Implementation date : 1/10/1989
(Member States may grant additional period of l2 months to
comply with those rules for UCITS existing on that date;
DEROGATIONS for Greece and Portugal to postpone application
up to 1/4/1992.
129. Information to be published when








Implementation date : 1 January 1991
130. Prospectus to be published
when securities offered for




OJ L 124 of
5/5/89
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 17/4/1991





OJ L 334 of
18/11/89
COMMENTS : Implementation date 1/6/19922. TRANSPORT
132. Maritime transport:
1. freedom to provide services in the
sea transport sector:
(a) between M. states and between
States and third countries
(b) within M.States
2.. application of 1\rts 85 & 86 of Rome
Treaty to maritime transport
3. unfair pricing practices
4. Coordinated action to safeguard
















OJ L 378 of
31/12/86
REG. 4055 : 1/1/87
4056 - 4058 : 1/7/87
133 . Fares for scheduled air
services
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 31/12/87
R"'Jvision will be decided upon by
the basis of commission proposal






Council before 30/6/90 on
COM ( 89) 273 presented in
134.Air transport : sharing of passenger
capaci ty and market access
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/88
Revision will be decided upon by
the basis of Commission proposal
December 1989 (see Annex 
135.Air transport : application of







Council before 30/6/90 on
COM(89) 273 presented in
COMMENTS





Reg. 3975/87136.Road transport : Community quota












shall decide by 31/3/90 on a proposal
(COM(89) 572) concerning an increase in
from 1990 to 1992





OJ L 390 of
30/12/89
COMMENTS : Implementation date : 1/7/90
(this Regulation will last until 31/12/92 by which time the
definitive cabotage system will have been adopted and will
take .effect from 1/1/93)3 -  NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES
















- Co.mmissio.n to. be info.rmed each year
o.f pro.gress in implementatio.n o.f the
139. Establishment at Co.mmunity level o.f a
po.licy and plan o.f prio.rity actio.n fo.r
the develo.pment o.f an info.rmatio.n
services market
COMMENTS












OJ L 298 o.f
17/10/89
- Reco.mmendatio.n o.n a Euro.pean Co.de of
Co.nduct relating to. electro.nic payment
(relatio.ns between financial institutio.ns
traders and service establishments and
co.nsumers)







of 24/12/87v - CAPITAL MOVEMENTS
141. Liberalisation of units in
collective investment under-





OJ L 372 of
31/12/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/10/89;
DEROGATION for Portugal to 31/12/1990
142. Liberalisation
of operations such as
transactions in securities
not dealt in on a Stock
Exchange  admission of securities









Implementation date : 28/2/87;
spain and Portugal may  in connection with the Act of
Accession, postpone liberalisation until respectively
- 1/10/1989 (already liberalised) and 31/12/1990 for
transactions on units in collective investment undertakings
in transferable securities
- 31/12/1990 and 31/12/1992 for other transactions
liberalised
Greece has been allowed to  extend the DEROGATION in this
field (in .accordance with Article 108 of the Treaty of Rome)
to some of the above liberalised operations until  30/6/1990
However, operations representing infloWs of capital and long
term commercial 'credits have been liberalised from 28/2/1987
143. Liberalisation of capital movements ADOPTED
24/6/88
DIR. 88/361
OJ L 178 of
8/7/88
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/7/1990
DEROGATIONS until the end of 1992 for Greece , Ireland, spain
and Portugal concerning  short-term capital movements and for
Belgium and Luxembourg concerning the  dual exchanqe market
svstemVI - CREATION OF SUITABLE CONDITIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATION
ComDanv  law
144. Proposals for a Regulation





OJ L 199 of
31/7/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/7/89
145. 11th Company law directive
(disclosure requirements for
branches opened in a Member State
by certain types of company




OJ L 395 of
30/12/89
COMMENTS : Implementation date 1/1/93
2. Intellectual and industrial DroDertv









Implementation date : 7/11/87
147. Trademarks : first directive ADOPTED
21/12/88
DIR. 89/104
OJ L 40 of
11/2/89
COMMENTS:
Implementation date : 28/12/1991
(facility to defer above date to 31/12/92 included in the
decision)PART III : THE REMOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS
1. V. If.
148. 13th VAT Directive concerning
tax refunds to persons not




OJ L 326 of
21/11/1986
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/1988
149. .17th VAT Directive concerning
the temporary importation of





OJ L 192 of
24/7/85
COMMENTS
Implementation date : 1/1/1986;
DEROGATIONS for Germany and Greece : carryover of application
of certain articles
150. 18th VAT directive - abolition of
certain derogations provided for









1/1/90 for Points 1, 3 to 6 , 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 , 14 of Annexe E
and Points 3, 14 & 18 to 22 of Anne~ F
1/1/91 for Points 4, 13 , 15 & 24 of Annex F
1/1/92 for Point 9 of Annex F
1/1/93 for Point 11 of Annex F
DEROGATION to 1/1/94 for PORTUGAL - Points 3 & 9 of Annex F2. EXCISE DUTIES
151. Harmonisation of the structure of
excise duties on alcoholic drinks
authorising the French Republic to
deroaate from Article 95 in applying
a reduced rate of revenue duty
imposed on the consumption of
"traditional" rum produced in its





OJ L 106 of
27/4/88
COMMENTS
The decision enables the derogation to continue until
31/12/92
TOTAL NUMBER OF PROPOSALS  FINALLY ADOPTED BY COUNCIL : 143
TOTAL NUMBER OF PROPOSALS PARTIALLY ADOPTED BY COUNCIL28 February, 1990
ANNEX 2
TO FIFTH PROGRESS REPORT
COMMISSION PROPOSALS
IN THE CONTEXT OF THE COMPLETION
OF THE INTERNAL MARKET
WHICH STILL REQUIRE COUNCIL ADOPTION
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - --- --- - - - - -- - - - - - - 
- Proposals marked with an asterisk (*) were
presented since the publication of the White
Paper (14 June 1985)
- Proposals marked with two asterisks (**) await
European Parliament Opinion or First Reading
Where the Cooperation Procedure applies
- FR indicates that Parliament has completed
its First Reading
- CP indicates proposals upon which a
Common position has been reached
- SR indicates that Parliament has completed
its Second Reading (Second Readings are
delivered on Common Positions - Common
Positions exist until  final adoption
council)
- voting procedures are indicated in the
council column thus
U = unanimity
QM = qualified majority
SM = simple maj ority








- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
PART ONE : THE REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS
I. CONTROL OF GOODS
1. Various controls
1. Duty free admission of fuel
contained in the fuel tanks
of commercial motor vehicles
lorries & coaches COM(84) 171




















2.  Veterinary and Dhvtosanitarv controls
Veterinary Controls
5. Production and trade in medicated

















7. Personnel responsible for
inspection COM(81) 504
8. Semen of animals - porcine
species (bovine aspect already
adopted)
COM(83) 512 , COM(86) 657
9. Au) esky' s disease and swine
vesicular disease COM(82) 529
10. Harmonised health and hygiene
conditions : fish and fish
products - health guarantees
- nematodes COM(88) 47, COM(89) 428
1988* 11. Proposal for Regulation concerning
veterinary checks in intra-Community








12. Proposal for Regulation on intensi-




(QM)13. Pedigree animals not covered by





14. Animal health problems - ovine 1988*





15. Formulation of directives relating
to health problems relating to




















18. Animal health in live animals of





19. Animal health in live animals





20. Animal health in live animals


















24. African swine fever in Sardinia
COM(89) 499
1989* 1990**







































33. Health rules for production and
placing on the market of fresh



















37. products of animal origin not
covered by existing




38. Application of health standards to
national products
(modification of directive 77/99)
COM(89) 669
1989* 1990**





40. Application of health standards to





41. Application of health standards to




42. Harmonised health conditions for 1989*




43. Heat treated milk 1990 1991
(QM)
Phvtosanitarv Controls
44. proposal to amend the annex of
Directive 76/895/EEC concerning
residues of pesticides in and





45. Proposal for the placing of plant
protection products on the market
includinq guidelines for checking
requirements in connection with
the approval of plant protection
production incorporated
in modifying proposal)
COM(76) 427, COM (89) 34
1976 1986
(QM)
46. Modification to Dir. 76/895
maximum levels for pesticide




47. Amendment to Dir. 77/93 on
protective measures against
the introduction into Member
States of organisms harmful to

















50. Amendment to Dir. 77 /~3 on protec~
ti ve measures against the intro-
duction into Member states of
organisms harmful to plants or




51. Amendment to Dir. 77/93 (including
simplification of annexes, alignment
of 3rd country standards , alignment
of national and intra-Community





52. Regulation on the marketing of








54. European plant breeders ' code 1991
(QM)
1990
II. CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS
55. Directive on the easing of
controls at intra-Community
Borders COM(84) 7~9 & COM(85) 224
1985 1985
(D)
56. Directive on the control of the
acquisition and possession of
arms COM(87) 383, COM(89) 446
1987* 1988**
(QM)
57. Proposal for a Directive amending
for the first time Dir. 83/182 on
temporary importation of certain
means of transport
(motor vehicles) COM(87)14 COM(88)297
1987* 1987
(U)
58. Proposal for a directive amending
Directive 69/169 (to increase in




(D)PART TWO : THE REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS
I. FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS

















62. Metrology : non-automatic









2. Sectoral proposals concerninq approximation of laws
64. Directive on safety glass for




65. Directive on the approximation
of laws relating to masses and
dimensions of certain motor vehicles COM(89) 653 final
1990* 1990**
(QM)
66. Directive on the approximation
of laws relating to tyres for
motor vehicles and their trailers
COM(89) 653 final
1990* 1990**









68. Obligation to indicate
ingredients and alcoholic











70. Nutrition labelling rules
COM(88) 489 , COM(89) 420
1988* 1990
(QM)





4. Pharmaceuticals and high-technology medicines
72. Amendment to directive 81/851
on veterinary medicines
COM ( 88) 779
1988* 1989**
(QM)
73. Proposal for a Regulation
establishing a Community procedure





74. Proposal for a directive enlarging





75. Proposed Directive on the
wholesale distribution of
medicinal products for human use
COM(89) 607
1990* 1990**
(QM)76. Proposed directive concerning
the legal status for the





77. Proposed directive on the labelling 1990*
of medicinal products





78. Public procurement : excluded
sectors - water , energy ,
transport and telecommunications
COM(88) 377, COM(88) 378, COM(89) 380
1988* 1989
(QM)
79. Public procUrement - services 1990 1991
(QM)
80. Public Procurement - excluded sectors (remedies)
1990 1991
(QM)
III. FREE MOVEMENT FOR LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS
81. Harmonisation of income
taxation provisions with
respect to freedom of movement




82. Freedom of movement for workers
: residence permits (proposal




83. Right of residence - retired
people
COM(89) 275, COM (89) 675
1989* 1990
(QM)
84. Right of residence - general
directive
COM(89) 275, COM(89) 675
1989* 1990
(U)
85. Right of residence - students
COM(89) 275, COM(89) 675
1989* 1990
(QM)86. Regulated professions - higher





IV. COMMON MARKET FOR SERVICES
1. FINANCIAL SERVICES
1-1 Banks
87. Freedom of establish-
ment and freedom to supply
services in the field of




88. Reorganisation and winding-






COM(79) 355 & COM(80) 854
1979 1988
(QM)
























95. 3rd non-life insurance directive
(mass risks)
1990 1991





97. Amendment to Dir. 80/390
in respect of mutual recognition
of public offer prospectuses and
stock exchange listing particulars




98. Inland waterways: goods and
passengers. Freedom to prov ide
services by non-resident carriers







99. Road transport : passengers
Freedom to provide services by
non-resident carriers within
a Member state






100 . Maritime transport : goods and
passengers : freedom to provide
services in the sea transport
sector within a Member state
by non-resident carriers (cabotage)











101. Road transport : common rules for
the international carriage
of passengers by road
COM(87) 79 , COM(88) 595




Art. 75 (3) 





103. Directive for mutual acceptance
of personnel licences and
qualifications for the exercise
of functions in civil aviation
COM ( 89 ) 472
1989* 1990**
(QM)3 -  NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES













Law Directive (structure of
public limited companies)
COM(72) 887 & COM(83) 185
1973 1988
(QM)










109. Proposal for Council directive
amending Dir. 78/660/EEC on annual
accounts and Dir. 83/349/EEC on
consolidated accounts as regards
the scope of those directives





(13th company law directive)
COM (88) 823
1988* 1989
(QM)2. Intellectual and industrial property
111. Regulation on Community











113.. Regulation on rules of
procedure for the Boards



























118. Common system of taxation
applicable to parent companies
and their subsidiaries
COM ( 69) 6 , COM ( 85) 360
1969 1985
(D)
119. Common system of taxation of
mergers , divisions and
contributions of assets
COM ( 69) 5
1969 1985
(D)
120. Harmonization of taxes on
transactions in securities
COM(76) 124 , modified by
COM(87) 139
1976 1986
(D)121. Harmonization of M.S. laws 1984
relating to tax arrangements for




PART III : THE REMOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS
1.. V.
122. Proposal for Council directive
instituting a process of conver-




123. Proposal on special schemes
for small business (includes
flat rate farmers proposal now
no longer necessary)
COM(86) 444  COM(87) 524
1986* 1987
(U)
124. 12th VAT Directive concerning
expenditure on which tax is not
deductible - COM(82) 870 &
COM ( 84) 84
1982 1986
(U)
125. 19th VAT Directive
miscellaneous supplementary
and amending provisions of
Directive 77/388/EEC




126. Directive on the stores of





129. completion of common VAT system &
modification to Articles 32 & 28








127. Approximation of VAT rates
COM ( 87 ) 321
128. Abolition of fiscal frontiers
COM(87) 3222. EXCISE DUTIES
130. Harmonization of the structure
of excise duties on alcoholic drinks COM(72) 225/2
1972 1985
(D)
131. Proposal for a directive on the





132. Proposal for directive laying down
certain rules on indirect taxes
which affect the consumption of
alcoholic drinks COM(85) 150
1985 1985
(D)
133. Harmonization of the structure
of excise duties on fortified













136. Approximation of taxes on manufac-
tured tobacco other than cigarettes
COM ( 87) 326, COM(89) 525/2
1987* 1988**
(D)




138. Approximation of the rates of
excise duties on alcoholic
beverages and on the alcohol
contained in other products
COM(87) 328 , COM(89) 527
1987* 1988**
(D)
139. Council directive on the approxi-
mation of the rates of
excise duties on mineral oils
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